TO: ANNAN, UNATIONS, NEW YORK
FROM: J.-R. BOCH-BOCH, SRSQ, UNAMIR, KIGALI, RWANDA
INFO: SITUATION CENTRE, DPKO, NEW YORK
FAX: 001 (212) 963 9053 — FAX: (250) 84265

INTERNAL DISTRIBUTION:
- UNOMUR: FAX (256) 466-2324
- DMZ SECTOR: FAX 64168 — out of order —
- SEC KIGALI (3x)
- MILOB GP HQ
- UNCIVPOL

SUBJECT: DAILY SITREP 190600B MAR TO 200600B MAR 94.
NUMBER OF PAGES, INCLUDING THIS COVER: FOUR

DIRECT
1. PLEASE FIND ATTACHED THE DAILY SITREP MENTIONED ABOVE.
2. REGARDS.
FROM: UNAMIR, KIGALI.

SITREP COVERING PERIOD 190000 MAR TO 200000 MAR 94.

1. GEN SITUATION. TENSION INCREASED AT KIGALI AFTER THE RADIO BROADCAST OF THE PRIME MINISTER DESIGNATE ON 18 MAR 94. AT 191500 A GRENADE EXPLODED AT THE CHEZ LANDO RESTAURANT AT KIGALI CITY. FORTUNATELY THE GRENADE FELT ON THE ROOF AND ONLY 8 PERSONS REPORTED TO THE UNAMIR FIELD HOSPITAL WITH MINOR INJURIES.

2. POLITICAL ACTIVITIES. BROAD BASED TRANSITIONAL GOVERNMENT NOT YET INSTALLED, NEGOTIATIONS ONGOING. ON 182000 MAR 94 THE PRIME MINISTER DESIGNATE, FAUSTIN TWARIMUNGU GAVE A COMMUNIQUE ON RADIO/TV RWANDA ANNOUNCING THE LIST OF THE MINISTERS OF THE BBTG WHICH WILL BE INSTALLED ON MONDAY, 21 MAR 94. THE LIST OF THE MINISTERS ARE AS FOLLOWS: (1) MNDR AUGUSTIN BIZIMANA, FERDINAND NAHIGANA, PROSPER MUGUANGAZA, ANDRE NTAGURURA, PAULINE NYIRAMASUKU; (2) REFU PASTEUR BIZIMUNGU, MMR KAYUMBA IMMACULEE, JETHA BENDASHONGA, JACQUES BIHOZAGARA (ALSO VICE-PRIME MINISTER), DR. JOSEPH KAREMERA; (3) MMR DISMAS NSENGYIREMI, BONIFACE MOULINDA, MME AGATHA UMILINGIMANA; (4) PAD AUGUSTIN IYAMUREMYE, FREDERIC MURUMABANO, MARC RUGENZA; (4) PL JUSTIN MUGENZI, ALOYS NYUVIYA, LANDONALD NDASINGWA; (5) PPC NAYINZIRA JEAN NOPO. ON 192000 MAR 94 THE LIST OF DEPUTIES (70) WAS BROADCASTED BY THE PRIME MINISTER.

3. FRACTIONAL ACTIVITIES

A. RGF: A CONVOY OF 248 CIVILIANS WHO ATTENDED A GRADUATION CEREMONY AT CYONDO (RGF SECTOR) WAS NOT ALLOWED TO PASS RGF CHECK POINT AT N'GONDORE WHEN RETURNING TO KIGALI. THE CONVOY WAS ESCORTED BY 16 RUTBATE PERSONNEL AND 2 MILOB. ALTHOUGH DMZ SECTOR HQ HAD BOUGHT AND BEEN GRANTED CLEARANCE AT RGF HQ, KIGALI IN ADVANCE, AN RGF OFFICER REFUSED PASSAGE INTO RGF SECTOR. AS REASON HE STATED THAT PASSAGE AFTER 1800 HOURS AT NGONDORE CHECK POINT IS NOT ALLOWED. THE CIVILIANS AND THE UNAMIR PERSONNEL SPENT THE NIGHT AT MULINDI.

B. RPF

(1) ON 19 MAR 94 150 WAR VICTIMS WERE GRADUATED FROM THE REHABILITATION CENTRE AT CYONDO (50844). TOP RPF HIERARCHY ATTENDED AND ADDRESSED THE GATHERING. A/FC LED UNAMIR DELEGATION TO THE CEREMONY. DIPLOMATS AND NGO REPRESENTATIVES ALSO ATTENDED.

(2) A CONVOY OF 27 WORLD FOOD PROGRAMME (WFP) COMING FROM KAMPALA WAS HELD FOR 45 MINUTES AT GATUMA. THE REASON WAS THAT RPF WAS NOT INFORMED ABOUT THE CONVOY. AFTER INTERVENTION OF RPF MILOB SECTOR HQ THE CONVOY WAS ALLOWED TO PASS.

C. OTHERS:

ABOUT TWENTY SUSPICIOUS PEOPLE WERE FOUND MOVING IN FRONT OF HOTEL CHEZ DES LANDO ON 192230 MAR 94. SOME
OF THEM CARRIED ARMS AND MACHETES AND TRIED TO CREATE NUISANCE. THE GENDARMERIE CLEARED THE GATHERING. CIVPOL INVESTIGATING THE CASE.

4. CNN MILITARY ACTIVITIES

A. FORCE HQ, A/FC ATTENDED THE GRADUATION CEREMONY OF RPF WAR VICTIMS AT CYONDO. OTHER INVITED MEMBERS OF UNAMIR ATTENDED.

B. UNCMUR: THE UNCMUR OPERATIONAL AREA IS CALM. SECTOR KABALE AND KISORO CARRIED OUT ROUTINE PATROL IN CNN AOR. TOTAL 26 VEHICLES OF RPF CROSSED THE BORDER AT GATUNA. THEY WERE HEADING TOWARDS RWANDA. SECURITY OFFICER OF UNDP, KAMPALA VISITED UNCMUR HQ ON 18 MAR 94. HE MET THE ACTING CMO AND DISCUSSED VARIOUS SECURITY ASPECTS. BORDER CROSSING AT GATUNA:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>FROM UGANDA INTO RWANDA</th>
<th>FROM RWANDA INTO UGANDA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19 MAR</td>
<td>22 VEHICLES CROSSED THE BORDER CARRYING 128 PASSENGERS (AGED BETWEEN 22 TO 45 YEARS). NOTHING SIGNIFICANT COULD BE FOUND.</td>
<td>10 VEHICLES CROSSED THE BORDER CARRYING 53 PASSENGERS (AGED BETWEEN 20 TO 40 YEARS). NOTHING SIGNIFICANT COULD BE FOUND.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. DMZ

(1) TEAM A CARRIED OUT PTLS TO NAKUMBA, GASIZA, KINIGI AND BISEE. TEAM C WENT TO KISSARO AREA TO CONFIRM POSSIBLE DMZ VIOLATIONS. NO RPF PERSONNEL WAS FOUND EXCEPT AT MYOUE WHERE FEW ARMED RPF PERSONNEL WERE SEEN IN CIVILIAN CLOTHING. TEAM D CARRIED OUT PTLS AROUND Ruhengeri TO CONFIRM THE PRESENCE OF RPF ALONG THE RIDGE. NO RPF PRESENCE SEEN. TEAM F CONDUCTED PTLS TO NYAGATARE (B3556), RUOKOMO (B2546), MUVUNBA (B 2647) AND Ruhengeri (B3152). TEAM MET RGF COY COMP. OF 94 BATTALION AT MUVUNBA. RGF CHECK POINT AT GRID B 250470 RESTRICTED THE MOVEMENT INTO THEIR AREA.

(2) BYUBA'S AND B COYS CONDUCTED PTLS IN THEIR AOR. AT MASOGGE (A3523) TROOPS WITH RUBBER BOOTS (SUSPECTED TO BE RPF) WERE SEEN HEADING TOWARDS MYOUE. COY CARRIED OUT MOBILE PTLS WITHIN THEIR AOR. NO INCIDENT REPORTED.

(3) FORCE ENGR COY PROVIDED SECURITY AT NGONDORE. ON 191200 MAR 94 ONE ROUND OF SMALL ARMS AMMO WAS HANDED OVER TO THE SECURITY GUARD AT NGONDORE BY A LOCAL PERSON.

D. MILOB: FIVE OFFRS FROM MALI ARRIVED IN THE MISSION AREA AND WERE RECEIVED AT MILOB HQ.

(1) RGF SECTOR. ROUTINE PTLS WERE CARRIED OUT. ON 191500 MAR 94 UNAMIR VEHICLE 1037 OF UNMO TEAM 502 HAD
A Tire Burst and hit a rock at nkumba. The vehicle was completely immobilized and must be recovered. Provost Marshal went on the spot and investigated.

(2) RPF Sector Team 503 was denied to access to Rungwe (A9734) and Kinuye (A9531) by the cmd of B Mobile Force (BMF). As reason he stated that these two areas are vital for his unit.

(4) Southern Sector. Situation at Butare is calm. No patrols could be conducted because of the non-availability of diesel in the sector area.

Kigali Sector

(1) Rutbat carried out 4 foot patrols, 24 vehicle patrols and 3 check point duties. Also provided security to the FKQ and the residence of SRSG. Two sections escorted VIPs and four sections secured the Gaddafi-Catata crossing.

(2) Kibat carried out 2 foot patrols, 23 vehicle patrols and 3 check point duties. Provided security to Kigali Airport, Office of the Prime Minister, Kigali Sector HQ, residence of the Minister of Social and Foreign Affairs. They also provided security to the President of the Constitutional Court, Prime Minister and Prime MinisterDesignate. They employed two APCs for the security at CNP.

(3) Tunician Coy (-) carried out two foot patrols and five vehicle patrols. They also secured the CNP complex.

(4) Kigali Sector provided 6 UNPO escorts, 3 for RGF, and 3 for RPF. They also provided five armed escorts, one for the Prime Minister, one for SRSG, one for the Prime Minister designate and two for RPF.

5. UNCDPOL. CIVPOL and Gendarmerie conducted mixed patrols at Kigali City. CIVPOL is investigating the grenade explosion incident at Hotel Chez Des Lande. CIVPOL patrols informed that a grenade exploded at Kabeza near the airport on 19/3/94. Gendarmerie Remera investigated. Nine persons were reported to be injured. CIVPOL is monitoring the investigations of the Gendarmerie.

7. Civil Affairs. NTR.

8. Logistics: Log Coy provided security to the UNAMIR workshop and UNAMIR supply and communication warehouse. Dry, fresh and frozen food were issued to the various components of UNAMIR as usual. One section (10 drivers) carried out training on the local road and traffic system. One truck went to Byumba at 0900 hrs with drinking water and came back at 1400 hrs safely. Operational situation remains difficult due to shortage of vehicles and radios. Also communications remain difficult especially when